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A short history of Greek type design before
the digital era

George D. Matthiopoulos

The art of Typography transformed the book into
a mass cultural tool, and it has been recognized as
the midwife of modernity. The field of Typography
includes punchcutting, matrix making, typecasting,
typesetting of a given text and layout-pagination for
printing in multiple copies. Gutenberg conceived
and realized his idea of reusable metal type sorts by
the middle of the 15th c., when the textura Gothic
hand was the principal choice of the scribes and
readers alike (pl. 1). The simplicity of the prevailing
dense, vertical strokes produced by the pen informed
the conceptualization of his solution and the success
of its implementation. In effect, the printed book
was born when the rising social demand for multiple
copies of any text merged with the uncomplicated,
almost mechanical motion of the prevailing writing
hand of the era. This is the crux of the issue in terms
of design and technological innovation, and it should
be well understood, before we begin our probing into
the peculiarities of the Greek types.

During the long Byzantine era, the ancient Greek
alphabet had evolved gradually from majuscule to
minuscule form (pl. 2–7), just like the Latin script.
The Byzantine hand had accumulated an influx of
ligatures, abbreviations, flourishes and other decora-
tive nuances, which defined its flamboyant cursive
character. After a quick look at any Byzantine script,
anyone would surmise that it bears little resemblance
to the simple, rhythmic vertical strokes found in texts
written in Gothic hand.

As soon as the new art was brought south of
the Alps by two German monks, Conrad Sweynheim
and Arnold Pannartz, to serve the increasing pace of
the new Italian humanism, the need to incorporate
Greek passages in printed books immediately became
apparent. The ancient Greek texts on Philosophy,
Theater, History, Science and Theology were the core
pillars of the awakening intellect in Europe and many
scholars had come to realize that the few existing
Latin translations were a poor substitute for the
wealth of ideas and the linguistic beauty of expression
that the originals contained. Having access to the
Greek writings and learning to speak and write in
the ancient language were deemed to be the only
secure way to achieve textual accuracy and deeper
knowledge. Therefore, it is not coincidental that the
second written language to make it to the cutting-
edge printing technology was Latin’s older sister,

Greek, and that its letterforms therefore needed to
be cut and reproduced in metal types.

In order to avoid the baffling complexity of the
Greek writing, the early type cutters threw out the
visual history of the Byzantine scripts and isolated,
as best as they could, the 24 minuscule letters for
short Greek passages in Latin treatises (pl. 8, 9).
This route, which Robert Proctor named as Greco-
Latin, can be seen in many early editions and it
lingered on as late as the first decades of the 16th c.,
when it was the choice of a new type cut and used in
the first Polyglot Bible, which was published at the
University of Alcalá de Henares in Spain (pl. 10).

However, new experiments and innovations con-
cerning the shape of the Greek types were attempted
since the mid-1470s in books entirely in Greek texts,
including Byzantine capitals and diacritics for gram-
mars, dictionaries, short classical texts, etc. (pl. 11).
In 1486, two Cretan men of the cloth, Laonikos and
Alexandros, were the first to attempt and, more sig-
nificantly, to realize the unthinkable: A full-scale
Byzantine hand composed of no less than 1,300 dif-
ferent sorts, of either single Greek characters or liga-
tured combinations (pl. 12). Their two small editions
were not a publishing success and they slipped back
to oblivion, but their idea was the catalyst for the
future, pointing to alternative solutions as opposed
to the current practices. They blazed a new path
for Greek printing and their precedent opened the
way for the aspiring Aldus Manutius to gamble with
their paradigm in achieving his publishing ambitions
with a team of dedicated Cretan scholars.

Aldus’ herculean goal of publishing the first
definitive edition (editio princeps) of all the known
Greek classical texts proved to be very successful and
his books were in great demand. Thus, the decision
to imitate the contemporary ligatured style of writing
became the new standard in Greek publishing and
soon it spread from Venice to the rest of Italy and
to Western Europe (pl. 13).

In the late 1490s, the first publishing effort made
by Greeks also appeared in Venice. Nikolaos Vlastos,
a stationer, and Zacharias Kalliergis, a scribe, joined
forces to edit, print and publish a large Byzantine
Lexicon and three classical texts. The type used
was skillfully cut by Kalliergis himself, again in full
Byzantine ligatured fashion, but the success of the
Aldine editions did not allow it to exert any lasting
influence (pl. 14).

By the third decade of the 16th century the
geopolitical dominance of France had established
Paris as a rival cultural centre of Europe, and King
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Francois I, under the guidance of a circle of eru-
dite scholars, embarked on a major publishing pro-
gramme of Greek editions for the Royal Library and
Printing House. The indefatigable scholar and royal
printer Robert Estienne invited from Rome Angelos
Vergikios, a renown Cretan scholar–calligrapher, to
collaborate with Claude Garamont, the best type
cutter of his generation, for the production of a
new Greek typeface in three sizes, which came to
be known as Grecs du roi (pl. 15). The univer-
sal admiration for the new type marked indelibly
the development of Greek types for the next two
centuries; consecutive generations of distinguished
type cutters, such as Robert Granjon (pl. 16), Pierre
Haultin, Christopher van Dyck (pl. 17), Nicholas
Kis (pl. 18), William Caslon (pl. 19), Joan Fleisch-
man, François Rosart, Jean-Louis de Boubers, Pierre-
Simon Fournier (pl. 20, 21), etc., largely followed its
fashion.

Since the 18th century an increasingly scientific
utilitarianism was introduced during the Age of Rea-
son when Dutch and German printers first attempted
abandoning the numerous ligatures in Greek classi-
cal texts; an iconic typeface of this expanding trend
was the Homer Greek type (1756), by the Scottish
type cutter Alexander Wilson for the Foulis brothers,
publishers for Glasgow University (pl. 22).

By the turn of the 19th century the simplifi-
cation of the Greek type case was, more or less,
completed in European publishing and with it the
last precarious ties with the Byzantine past were ir-
revocably severed. The renewed and comprehensive
interest in classical studies and archaeological expe-
ditions in Greece led to a significant and sustained
increase of Greek texts for the expanding education
systems in Europe. At the same period, the “one
nation—one state” geopolitics which resulted after
the Napoleonic wars also had an effect in the emer-
gence of new, “nation-specific” Greek typefaces in
Italy, France, England and Germany: Giambattista
Bodoni produced several neo-classical Greek fonts in
Parma (pl. 23), Firmin Didot designed a new upright
Greek text type in Paris (pl. 24), Richard Austin cut
the inclined Porsonic Greek (pl. 25) used in most
English publications, and Karl Tauchnitz entered
Greek publishing in Leipzig with his own inclined
type (pl. 26). Since their introduction in the early
1800s, these “ethnic paths” in typestyle dominated
the Greek editions of each respective country, until
well into the middle of the 20th century.

An important advantage of the drastically re-
duced Greek type case was increased literacy — as it
made reading and writing much simpler— , which
allowed the quick dissemination of the emerging dem-

ocratic ideals in Western Europe among the enslaved
Greeks and paved the way for the national eman-
cipation in the 1820s against the Ottoman Empire.
During the Greek revolution and after the formation
of the new Greek Kingdom, the Didot Greek typeface
was used almost exclusively in every book, newspaper
or periodical for more than a century hence.

Until the end of the 19th century there were
some attempts at new Greek designs in England and
Germany, mostly following a romantic notion to “re-
vive” an ideal model of the ancient Greek alphabet
(pl. 27–35). Of these new propositions, only an up-
right version of the Tauchnitz model was destined to
become a serious rival to the Didot’s supremacy in
Greek publications (pl. 36).

From 1900 onwards, the new technological de-
velopments in mechanical typesetting quickly estab-
lished Linotype’s and Monotype’s hegemony in pub-
lishing, and both companies quickly adapted versions
of the most popular Greek designs in their type li-
brary (pl. 37, 38), while leading type foundries in
Leipzig (Schelter & Giesecke), Turin (Società Nebi-
olo) and Paris (Deberny & Peignot) continued to
export most of the types used in Greece. When indus-
trialization finally started to take hold in Greece after
the Great War, two competing type foundries by A.
Karotsis–V. Karidis (pl. 39) and by Em. Karpathakis
(pl. 40) were formed during the inter-war period.

In Western Europe, some new ideas were intro-
duced: a monoline font appeared in Paris for the
classical publications of the Société Les Belles Lettres
(1920s, pl. 41); Willi Wiegand cut an upright calli-
graphic Greek font for Bremer Presse (Bremen, 1923,
pl. 42), while at the British Library, Victor Scholderer
revived the Renaissance model of Johannes Rubeus
(1487). It was cut by Monotype Ltd and became com-
mercially available as New Hellenic (1927), providing
some competition to the long-prevailing Porsonic
model (pl. 43).

Monotype also produced Perpetua Greek (1928),
an experimental hybrid design by Eric Gill, in an
attempt, with Stanley Morison, to shoe-horn in the
Greek letters as mere subordinates of Latin fonts
(pl. 44).

Jan van Krimpen first designed the calligraphic
Antigone Greek for Joh. Enschedé (1927, pl. 45)
and then he introduced Romulus Greek (1928) at
Monotype, following Gill’s and Morison’s aesthetic
obsessions (pl. 46).

In the 1930s, some scholars in Greece started
advocating for the simplification of the polytonic
system (diacritics above the vowels) that was used
in Greek writing since the Hellenistic period, but
had no real use in reading. The opposition by the
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educational establishment and the Orthodox church,
however, reacted strongly and the issue was quickly
suppressed.

At the same period, the Modernist movement
ushered in the sans-serif vogue in texts and soon
similar attempts were applied to the Greek alphabet
from Deberny & Peignot (pl. 47), Nebiolo (pl. 48),
Linotype (pl. 49), and Em. Karpathakis in Greece
(pl. 50).

After World War II, Monotype wanted to in-
crease its sales of typesetting machines internation-
ally and to this end the Type Drawing Office (TDO)
introduced two significant additions to their Greek
type collection: Greek Gill Sans (pl. 51) and Greek
Times (pl. 52). Later, Greek Univers was also added
to the collection (pl. 53).

Hermann Zapf designed a number of Greek type-
faces in the 1950s for the D. Stempel foundry: two
sans serifs (Artemis and Attika), the upright Heraklit,
the calligraphic Frederika and later the humanistic
sans, Optima (pl. 54).

The two old Greek type foundries were replaced
by younger rivals; since the mid 1950s Th. Paraske-
vopoulos established his company (“PAP”, pl. 55),
and I. Sarasitis his (“Victoria”) in the 1960s (pl. 56).
For the next twenty years both companies produced
all the staple typefaces for everyday use nationwide,
while their numerous new designs focused primarily
into display fonts for use in headlines of newspapers,
periodicals or ads.

Since the 1960s, Linotype was involved in the
fast-developing world of phototypesetting machines.
Trying to support its prospective sales, the company
also tried to extend renowned Latin typefaces into
Greek. The first attempt was to introduce Caledonia
Greek with little success (pl. 57), and later Matthew
Carter was commissioned to “convert” several other
best-sellers into Greek, during the early 1970s: Hel-
vetica Greek, Century Schoolbook Greek, Baskerville
Greek, etc. (pl. 58). These were much more successful
as phototypesetting quickly replaced all text produc-
tion in Greek publishing and advertising.

Another field of new Greek type design activity
was the emergence of the letter-transfer sector, which

Letraset Ltd invented and introduced during the
1960s. The great demand for easy-to-use display
lettering soon became a necessity for designers and
architects, so the Greek type catalogues of Letraset
and Mecanorma, its French rival, quickly expanded
to include many exotic designs (pl. 59).

Starting in the 1960s, the newspaper industry
raised again the issue of the polytonic writing prac-
tice, which was considered very costly in typesetting
and proofing, and pressed in favour of a much simpler
monotonic system; It took another 20 years for the
long-awaited reformation to be ratified in 1981.

In the late 1970s and in the 1980s, as Linotype
and Monotype, the two behemoths, were quickly
losing their market share, new electronic companies
proliferated in the industry. The result was that
various Latin type designs were hastily “hellenized”,
with varying market acceptance, and used as a means
to entice prospective equipment buyers: typesetting
services, publishers, advertising agencies etc. (pl. 60).
The brief phototypesetting period ended with a last
attempt to introduce original type designs in 1989;
Takis Katsoulidis, a Greek artist-engraver, designed
two type families, Apollonia and Katsoulidis, for
Agfa Corp., but by then it was too late (pl. 61).
Desktop publishing and the new digital revolution
swept away the old practices and ushered in new
type applications and ideas.
A note on the plates. Many of the fonts illustrated
are displayed with both a sample of the type in use
and a separate showing of the upper- and lowercase
letters at an enlarged size, on a shaded background
indicating the x-height and baseline of each character
in relation to the capitals of each font.

⋄ George D. Matthiopoulos
Dept. of Graphic Design and

Visual Communication
School of Applied Arts and Civilization
University of West Attica, Athens
Greece
https://www.greekfontsociety-gfs.gr
gmat (at) uniwa dot gr
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Plate 1: Johannes Gutenberg’s Bible, Mainz, 1455.

Plate 2: Greek majuscule writing on stone, 5th–4th c. BCE.
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Plate 3: Greek majuscule writing on papyrus, 4th c. BCE–3rd c. CE.
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Plate 4: Greek majuscule writing on parchment, 7th–9th c.

Plate 5: Greek minuscule writing on parchment, 12th c.
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Plate 6: Greek minuscule writing on parchment, 13th c.

Plate 7: Greek minuscule writing on parchment, 14th c.
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1465 Subiaco
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Plate 8: Lactantius, Divinae Institutiones, Subiaco, Conrad Sweynheim–Arnold Pannartz, 1465.
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1471 Jenson
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Plate 9: Tortellius, De orthographia dictionum e Graecis tractarum, Venice, Nicolas Jenson, 1471.

1514 Complutum

Plate 10: Tortellius, Complutensis Biblia Sacra (New Testament), Alcalá de Henares, A. Guillen de Brocar, 1512–1517.
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1476 Epitomi

1476 Epitomi

Plate 11: K. Lascaris, Greek Grammar, Milan, Demetrio Damilas–Dionigi Paravicino, 1476.

1486 Laonicos

1486 Laonicos

Plate 12: Batrachomyomachia, Venice, Laonikos–Alexandros, 1486.
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1494 Aldus

1494 Aldus

Plate 13: Musaeus, De Hero & Leandro, Venice, Francesco Griffo, Aldus Manutius, 1494.

1499 Kalliergis

1499 Kalliergis

Plate 14: Etymologicum Magnum, Venice, Nikolaos Vlastos–Zacharias Kalliergis, 1499.
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3 sizes of Grecs du roi: Theodori Bezae, Alphabetum graecum, 
Παρίσι, Robert Estienne, 1554.

1545 Greek Garamont

1545 Greek Garamont

Plate 15: Ioannis Xiphilinus, Dionis Cassii Nicaei Romanae historiae, Paris, Robert Estienne, 1551.

Plate 16, left: Greek font (size Parangon) by Robert Granjon, Antwerp, Christophe Plantin, 1565.
Plate 17, right: Greek font (size Garmont Grieks) by Christoffell van Dyck, Daniel Elsevier, 1681.
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1774 Caslon Greek

1774 Caslon Greek

Plate 18, left: Greek font (size Mediaen Griex) by Nicholas Kis, Amsterdam, 1686.
Plate 19, right: John Hill, Theophrastus, London, William Caslon, 1774.

1764 Fournier

1764 Fournier

Plate 20, left: Greek font (size Saint Augustin) by Pierre Simon Fournier, Manuel typographique, Paris, 1764.
Plate 21, right: Greek typecases, Diderot–d’Alembert, Encyclopédie. . . , Paris, 1751.
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1755 Wilson

1755 Wilson
1785 GB Bodoni Testo 24

Plate 22, left: Greek font by Alexander Wilson, Homer’s Iliad, Glasgow, Foulis Bros., 1755.
Plate 23, right: Greek font by Giambattista Bodoni, Parma, Greco 24–Testo/15–16p.

1805 Didot

1805 Didot

Plate 24: Greek font by Firmin Didot, Ad. Korai, Πρόδρομος της Ελληνικής Βιβλιοθήκης, Paris, 1805.
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1827 Porson Cambridge

1827 Porson Cambridge

Plate 25: Greek font after Richard Porson’s hand, Charles James Blomfield, Aeschyli Prometheus vinctus. . . , Cambridge U.P., 1810.

1816 Leipzig Large

1816 Leipzig

Plate 26: Greek font by Karl Tauchnitz, G. Schäfer, Theocritus, Bion et Moschus: ad optimorum librorum fidem. . . , Leipzig, 1809.
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1828 Hibbert 1828 Hibbert 1864 Pinder 1864 Pinder
Plate 27, left: Greek font by Julian Hibbert, Plutarchus and Theophrastus on Superstition, London, 1828.
Plate 28, right: Greek font by Maurice Eduard Pinder, W. Christ–M.K Paranikas, Anthologia Graeca. . . , Leipzig,

B.G. Teubner, 1866.

1849/63 Thick Face
Miller & Richard Brevier Thick no2

1849 Thick Face
1864 Decker B1864 Decker

Plate 29, left: Bold Greek font by the foundries Figgins and Miller & Richard, mid-19th c.
Plate 30, right: Greek font by R. Decker, H.T. Wharton (ed.), Sappho. . . , London, David Stott, 1887.
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1864 Decker 1864 Decker 1903 Archaic Berlin 1903 Archaic Berlin
Plate 31, left: Greek font Klassiker Griechich by R. Decker, B.P. Grenfell, An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment. . . ,

Oxford, 1896.
Plate 32, right: Greek font for the Prussian Royal Library, Sitzungberichte–Jahrgang 1903,

Berlin, 1903.

1884 Μεσαιωνικοί

1884 Μεσαιωνικοί

1893Macmillan Press

1893Macmillan Press

1903  Otter Greek

1903  Otter GreekPlate 33, left: Greek font Mediäval, Genzsch & Heyse foundry, Hamburg, 1884(?).
Plate 34, center: Greek font by Selwyn Image for Macmillan Publishers, London, 1897.
Plate 35, right: Greek font Otter Greek by Robert Proctor, London, 1903.
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1899 Elzevir

1899 Elzevir

Plate 36: Greek font, Schelter & Giesecke AG, Leipzig, >1895.

Plate 37, left: Lanston Monotype, US, 1910–1930.
Plate 38, right: Linotype, US, 1910–1930.
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Plate 39: Greek type foundry A. Karotsis–V. Karidis, Athens, 1920s–1950s.

Plate 40: Greek type foundry Em. Karpathakis, Athens, 1920s–1960s. Right: Greek Archaic Light & Bold, 1920s.
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Plate 41, left: Greek font for the publisher Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1920s.
Plate 42, right: Greek font by Willi Wiegand for the publisher Bremer Presse, Bremen, 1923.

Plate 43, left: New Hellenic 192, Monotype Ltd, 1927.
Plate 44, right: Greek Perpetua 283 by Eric Gill, Monotype Ltd, 1928.
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Plate 45, left: Antigone Greek by Jan van Krimpen, Enschedé, 1927.
Plate 46, right: Romulus Greek by Jan van Krimpen, Monotype Ltd, 1928.

Plate 47: Grec Europe, Deberny & Peignot, 1930.
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Plate 48, left: Ellade, Societa Augusta/Nebiolo, 1920s.
Plate 49, right: Metrolite Greek, Mergenthaler Linotype Corp., 1940s.

Plate 50: Olympia Greek (regular, medium, bold), type foundry Em. Karpathakis, Athens, 1939.
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Plate 51: Greek Gill Sans (regular, bold, inclined), Monotype Ltd, 1950.

Plate 52: Greek Times, Monotype Ltd, 1950s.
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Plate 53: Greek Univers, Monotype Ltd, 1967

Plate 54: Greek types by Hermann Zapf, for J.D. Stempel foundry, 1950s. Top left: Artemis Griechische Enge Halbfette, 1953.
Middle left: Attika Griechische, 1953. Bottom left: Heraklit Griechische, 1954.
Top right: Frederika Griechische, 1953. Bottom right: Optima Greek, Mergenthaler Linotype Co., 1973.
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Plate 55: Type specimen from the Th. Paraskevopoulos (PAP) type foundry, 1950s.

Plate 56: Type specimens from the I. Sarasitis (Victoria) type foundry, 1960s. Right: Astir Greek, 1965.
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Plate 57: Caledonia Greek, Mergenthaler Linotype Co., 1967.
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Plate 58: Greek fonts by Matthew Carter for phototypesetting, Mergenthaler Linotype Co.
Left: Helvetica Greek, 1972; right: Century Schoolbook Greek, 1976.

Εικ. 710. Κατάλογος ελληνικών γραμματοσειρών,
εταιρεία Mecanorma, Παρίσι, 1970-1990. 

Plate 59: Letter-transfer Greek fonts by Letraset and Mecanorma.
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Plate 60: Phototypesetting specimen sheets of Greek fonts, 1970s–1980s.

Plate 61: Two Greek typefaces by Takis Katsoulidis for AGFA SA, 1988–1990.
Left: Appolonia Greek; right: Katsoulidis Greek.
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